to the EA, chairman Lord Crickhowell told Canoeist that
he thought it was fair that anglers had access to all inland
rivers but canoeists only had access to 2% of them. There
is no evidence of any improvement of attitude within
Defra.
The one positive aspect of the agreement policy is
‘that parries cannot enter into access agreements that
are binding on others’. Cyclists may choose to restrict
their road races to first thing on Sunday morning when
there are fewer vehicles about but that does not restrict
our right to cycle down roads at other times. There is
no need for agreements in order to do what everyone
appears to have a legal right to do although some would
wish to see access agreements as a precedent across the
country. Whenever canoeists appear to be making any
headway Defra and the anglers suggest access agreements
could solve the problem, as they haven’t done in the past,
as is well known by all.
The Statement says the board recognizes ‘that we need
to change our approach’. Quite! Time will tell if they do
start to do so.
It also suggests that ‘British Canoeing should carry
out a review of existing information to identify suitable
rivers for a navigation case.’ That should make it more
contentious for those they choose not to list. It is a good
job that the Ramblers do not take the same approach to
public footpaths.
Canoeist’s contribution seems to be the title of their
Access & Environment Charter, taken from the title we
have used for this feature since 1988.
They call for a ‘ring fenced Access Campaign Fund’.
Whatever happened to their last access fund of this
nature?
‘The Board is committing to provide strong leadership
championing the cause at the highest levels within
government. Work has already begun to build our
political presence and is aligning with organizations who
share a similar agenda’, apparently. This is reminiscent of
the saying that if you want to lead a Yorkshireman you
need to find out where he is going and walk in front.
What were the achievements of the union’s presence at
various political party conferences?
This was dated 15th March.

Reporting to the EA

The EA are calling for reports of sightings by canoeists
of floating pennywort on the Thames and tributaries
such as the Wey and the Foudry Brook (which the EA
say has no navigation right). The weed can grow up
to 200mm/day. Neither the EA nor landowners are
required to remove it but it causes problems for anglers,
whose lines get caught in it, and the EA take its removal
very seriously. Canoeists are told not to paddle through
it in case pieces break off and float downstream to start
new clumps.

Preventing flooding in Oxford

Following several serious floods in Oxford, action
is being taken to address the problems. The EA have
cleared out weed and silt from the braided channels
through the city and a £121,000,000 scheme will result
in channels which normally carry a modest flow but can
expand onto adjacent floodplain when necessary, where
shallow slopes will be covered with vegetation. The
streams run from the Thames and back to it so the right

of navigation is spelled out in the Thames Conservancy
Act.

Plastic reduction

The ICF have
signed up to the UN
Environment’s Clean
Draft Welsh plan consultation
The Welsh Government have published a summary of Seas Campaign and
responses to their Draft Welsh National Marine Plan. As have appointed
all along, there is nothing on how we might be affected. New Zealanders
Views differ widely but our concerns have at least been Mike Dawson as an
ambassador. They will
recorded
‘For some industries, there is no [Strategic Resource try to reduce their use
Area] assigned to them eg tourism, fisheries, recreation of plastic in the office.
The IOC say that future
and this has the potential to disadvantage them.’
Olympic bids will
‘SRAs have not been identified in a consistent way.’
Marine Plan Implementation & Evidence Manager include targets for plastic
Phil Coates told ISKA ‘Marine planning does not affect reduction.
existing legal processes (save the fact that the marine plan
becomes an additional consideration by Relevant Public More
Authorities)’.
Wilts & Berks
We replied ‘It seems unwise to sit back, wait and say
Assisted by Biffa and
nothing in the hope that you are indeed correct and that the Lottery, a 1.2km
nothing will deteriorate.
section of the Wilts &
* I have attended planning meetings at which Berks Canal at Studley
conservationists have literally rubbed their hands with Grange to the southwest
glee at the prospect of banning the public from areas of of Swindon has been
the sea.
reopened. Users include
* I was at Skomer the other day, where the first MCA walkers, canoeists and
in Wales has a series of no go areas (easy to draw on a wild swimmers. On one
map but hard to identify when looking at lines of cliff occasion I had a grass
from the sea).
snake swim across in
* The Marine Conservation Zones were to have front of me. Near Lacock
Reference Areas, large areas of the sea from which all craft are now passing
activity was to be banned to see if wildlife preferred under the Double Bridge
this. These areas were expected to be ‘even more for the first time since
controversial’ than the MCZs and so not made public the Stanley Aqueduct
until last, a point made by the MCZ promoters collapsed in 1901.
themselves.
* The policy adopted on access to inland waters Exe officio
in Wales is the most repressive of any country in the
David Moore, a
world, even though the policy seems to have no legal 66 year old paddler
justification, Defra refusing to discuss the evidence and who lives by the Exe
continuing with their preferred policy, including on above Exmouth, has
some tidal waters. There are various places where public complained about boats
footpaths on shoreline embankments have been breached exceeding the 19km/h
to create more marsh for birds, also stopping walkers speed limit, perhaps
from using these rights of way. It was leaked that the EA triple that speed,
wanted to flood a large swathe of Norfolk for similar while passing close to
reasons. There are various lesser examples. It is not clear paddlers. He describes
why the mindset would be different on the sea.
the Exe estuary as like
It may be that one group designating zones has a motorway or the wild
different powers from the next but that is not obvious to west. The Exe Estuary
the layman. I would like to think that ‘Marine planning Management Partnership
does not affect existing legal processes’ but I remain are talking of increasing
concerned. There has never been an answer to the patrol frequency, the
question I have posed in journals on occasions, whether police officer volunteers
authorities would try to prevent activity in areas they not having been seen
think over-popular or in areas which they do not think in their boat for some
get much use and so could be closed without much years.
objection from the public. Until such time as we have a
definitive answer it seems wise not to clarify which areas More MCZs
of the sea get most use as they are all used to a greater or
A third tranche of
lesser extent.
Marine Conservation
Phil Coates again responded ‘You may well have Zones is being prepared,
legitimate concerns. But I am afraid that these will be 41 new sites covering
unchanged by the advent of marine planning.
11,700km2 of sea,
‘Please be assured that M planning is all about best bringing the total up to
outcomes ie pre-planned, maximizing coexistence and 218,000km2. In answer
of best “societal value” from different uses of the marine to Lord Patten, Lord
area - not prohibition. And in Wales new wellbeing Gardiner of Kimble
and SMNR legislation is still to play out, but the said that the EA were
WfG act places more emphasis on trying to identify aware of prosecutions
socio-economic and social aspects rather than just for disturbance of the
environmental aspects in sustainable development (the 3 Northumberland coast
pillars being social, economic & environmental).
and Ashlett Creek in the
So if change comes about eg from new Government previous year with three
policy wanting increases areas of marine reserve or more cases in Cornwall
greater allocation to x, y, z, - marine planning will not be under investigation. All
the driver of that. What it seeks to do is best manage it.
related to fisheries.
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